Vote UNfavorable for HB0744
vince mcavoy po box 41075 baltimore md
I strongly urge an unfavorable on HB744.
As I’ve testified several times in the past, House of Ruth & other local domestic
violence industry fronts/officials ABUSE District Court processes & exert womanprivilege on issues involving Maryland’s domestic violence cases. For instance, they
have tried to file at initial hearings without a plaintiff present. Thankfully, the bench
denied these cases until the plaintiff appeared for the cases I was present at.
The lawyers I saw that day were lazy & attempted to abuse a system that kowtows to
their inadequacies.
Apparently, the fee these domestic violence “lawyers” are concerned about is a $10 fee.
[ This is not to disparage those individuals who have been harmed physically & provide
such evidence of that physical harm due to their very poor partner and lifestyle choices.
However… ] The preponderance of these cases are mere allegations of domestic
violence, abusing the tangled matrix of laws allowing the malicious to aggravate,
weaponize and harass.
See this testimony detailing same::
House Bill HB1115 – March 2020 – Delegate Nick Charles
“…Talk about these false protective orders….something that is on your record for a
LIFETIME. We get stories everyday of men comin’ in sayin’,
“ Nicole -- what are we gonna do about people filing false protective orders just
because they got upset with me?! ‘
We call them ‘Calvert Street [the word I can’t use on record]’
People who can literally go to Calvert Street 24 hours a day and file a false report.
And they will either get a warrant for their arrest or a summons-to-appear.
This is a reaalll problem across the state…you have citizens who are going
through the Court system because of a false allegation
And at what point are we going to MAKE THEM PAY for what they’ve done to
somebody ?? ”
http://mgahouse.maryland.gov/mga/play/5c3a89e2-8725-485f-8905eff6acf81cbd/?catalog/03e481c7-8a42-4438-a7da-93ff74bdaa4c&playfrom=13351543

Why do I present this anecdotal testimony? Because 2 years ago, both I and another
fathers’ rights advocate (who you’ve met) happened into the Courthouse at 111 N.
Calvert Street, First floor. We WATCHED a court employee try to prompt filing of–
THREE TIMES -she tried to prompt a single mother to file a domestic violence charge on
the man who was the father of this lady’s ( a rather large woman…linebacker large)
child, when the single mother stated twice she just wanted to initiate a child custody
petition.
We stood amazed at what we saw & how blatantly it was done in front of us.
We considered what options, what standing we had (other than informing Sue German
about her employee0. In the end, the single mom opted not to file a false report. We felt
there was no further action we could take.
It should be a reminder that these women – and they’re always women – filing these
domestic violence allegations (often falsely) of abuse – are lawyers.
They have the same women-privileges as other lawyers in the feminist law network.
They make or are capable of making 6-figure salaries.

Nicole:: And at what point are we going to MAKE THEM PAY for what they’ve done to
somebody ??
The answer to Nicole’s question is “Making them pay, just like everybody else does”.
Do not waive appearance fees for these perpetrators of lies. In fact, repeal any provisions
which allow such waivers.
I urge an UNfavorable on HB744.
Thank you.

